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Division 37:  Registrar, Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, $11 080 000 - 
Mr P.B. Watson, Chairman. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts, Minister for Employment Protection. 

Mr J. Spurling, Chief Executive Officer.  

Mrs S. Godfrey, Director, Corporate Services. 

The CHAIRMAN:  The member for Murray. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I refer to page 678.  Paragraph (a) at the bottom of that page states that the full time 
equivalents for 2005-06 actual, 2006-07 estimated actual and 2007-08 estimate are 73, 65 and 61 respectively.  
Given that declining workforce in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, what workload is 
currently being experienced by the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission?  How many matters 
have come before the commission in the past 12 months, compared with the preceding three years? 

Mr J. Spurling:  I do not have the exact figures at this time, but the number of applications received is down to 
about 40 per cent of what we received in the previous year.  As a consequence, I am carefully guarding the 
number of staff in the commission in terms of replacement or outside secondment.  The numbers at the bottom of 
that page show a decline that has continued into the current year. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  It is down by 40 per cent. 

Mr J. Spurling:  No.  It is down to 40 per cent.  

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  It is actually down by 60 per cent. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I understand that.  I am trying to get the actual position, if that is possible.  If it is down 
from 100 to 40, I understand that, but if it is down from 40 to 17, or so, I would like to know.   

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  I have some figures that may assist the member.  For example, in 2005-06, 
2 158 applications were received.  It is estimated that in 2006-07, 923 applications will be received.  That is a 
significant drop, as the member can see.   

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I have done some sums.  I may be off the mark; I was not bad at maths when I was at 
school, but it was not my hottest subject.  I have worked out that the average wage of the 61 employees who are 
delivering that service is $101 538.  Given that only 923 applications are currently before the Industrial Relations 
Commission, are we getting value for money from the commission?  How many of those applications will 
actually come before the commission?   

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  I think the member is suggesting that we should be able to reduce the number of FTEs 
and the cost of service more significantly than the budget papers would indicate.  The commission has indicated 
to me that there is a limit to the extent to which the commission can reduce its overheads.  About 80 per cent of 
the costs of the commission are predetermined or fixed - costs that are not dependent upon the number of 
applications received.  The infrastructure still needs to be in place, even if only a small number of applications 
are received.  Therefore, those costs cannot be reduced.  The commission has been attempting to reduce the 
number of FTEs over time.  The advice provided to me is that the commission is limited in its capacity to reduce 
the number of FTEs because its staff are permanent members of the public service.  However, some changes 
have been initiated.  Several staff members have been seconded to other agencies.  In other circumstances, 
employees have not been replaced.  Any vacancies that occur in the commission are assessed and are either not 
filled, or, if there remains a need, filled on a contract basis to allow for the amalgamating of positions, roles and 
functions.  We are actively encouraging secondments and training opportunities. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  In 2005-06, 2 159 applications were received.  That is now down to 923.  Is that correct? 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  That is the estimated number for 2006-07.  

Mr M.J. COWPER:  What is the estimated forecast?   

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  The budget for 2006-07 was that 906 applications were anticipated.  The estimated 
number for 2006-07 is 923.  The forecast for next year is 864.  Clearly, the number of applications will not 
match those figures exactly.  Other factors may also come into account between now and next year. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I acknowledge that the Industrial Relations Commission needs a certain amount of 
infrastructure to do its job.  I just wanted to know that figure. 

Mr T. BUSWELL:  I refer to page 675, service 1, “Support to the Western Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission and Industrial Magistrates Court”.  It refers to preventing or resolving industrial relation matters.  It 
is obvious that, since the introduction of the Office of the Australian Building and Construction Commissioner, 
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the number of days lost due to industrial disputation in Western Australia has dropped to almost nil.  Given the 
savings that result from that for not only the economy, but also the Western Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission, does the minister support the retention of the ABCC?  

[4.00 pm] 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  I am just looking for the number of disputes.   

Mr T. BUSWELL:  The minister should trust me.  I have read the ABS data; I did not make it up. 

Mr J. Spurling:  The matter of disputes lost is not something that we deal with.  The number of dispute referrals 
to the WA Industrial Relations Commission has reduced to about 11 a month compared with 34 a month.  That is 
the number of disputes actually referred.  That does not necessarily correlate with ABS figures on dispute days 
lost. 

[Dr S.C. Thomas took the chair.] 

Mr T. BUSWELL:  I thank the minister for that data relating to disputes referred.  It is my view - I think it is a 
widely held view - that one of the reasons for the reduction in days lost, and I imagine a reduction in industrial 
disputation and therefore disputes referred to the commission, is the impact of the regulatory regime surrounding 
the introduction of the ABCC.  Does the minister and her government support the retention of the Australian 
Building and Construction Commission, given the broad benefits it has had for Western Australia? 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  That question is out of line.  This estimates committee is not about that.  The member 
has drawn an assumption that we have not necessarily agreed with and are probably inclined to disagree with.  
He has chosen to ask a question of policy rather than anything that is properly the business of estimates for the 
registrar of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.   

Mr T. BUSWELL:  What does the minister think is the reason the number of disputes referred to the 
commission has dropped from 34 to 11, a fairly hefty reduction by my estimate?  Could the minister explain 
what changes may have occurred in the industrial relations environment that may have led to that reduction? 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  It is probably as a result of a great state Labor government and a very effective 
Department of Consumer and Employment Protection.   

Mr T. BUSWELL:  Further to that, can the minister enlighten me as to when the reduction from 34 to 11 
occurred during the term of the great Labor government?  Did it occur in 2001 when this great Labor 
government was elected or did it occur recently?  I am sure it would be pretty obvious on the graph.   

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  The reduction could have got greater more recently.  The point is that the member is 
seeking an opinion from me; he is not actually addressing his questions to the estimates in front of us.  In my 
view, he is out of order.  On a couple of occasions he has continued to ask me for my opinion on certain matters.  
He should really address himself to line items in the budget papers and ask questions about those line items.  

The CHAIRMAN:  My understanding, having just taken the chairmanship of this committee, is that the member 
for Vasse had the call and I presume had directed his initial remarks to a line item.  That being the case, there is 
no compunction on the minister to answer in the way the member for Vasse desires.  At this point, the member 
for Vasse is not out of order in asking those questions.   

Ms J.A. RADISICH:  My question relates to the third dot point under “Significant Issues and Trends” on 
page 673.  It is a technical question.  In relation to the development of the new IT systems within the commission 
and the reference in the budget papers to using in-house resources, is the new system in the commission being 
built exclusively by people within the commission or has any assistance been offered by other parts of the 
government whose charge it is to assist with these matters, in particular, the Office of e-Government? 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  I will comment first and then refer the last part of the question to my advisers.  All the 
systems at the commission are actively under review to identify any potential improvements in productivity and 
service levels.  At present there are projects underway that consolidate several systems into a single system to 
streamline support and training costs.  A project has also been undertaken to implement an advanced workflow 
system to enable close monitoring of all applications, complete with exception reporting, escalation and 
advanced statistical analysis.  I am not aware of any assistance from the Office of e-Government.  I will refer 
that to the registrar. 

Mr J. Spurling:  The system has been developed entirely in-house using our own staff without support from 
anyone else, contactors or other parts of government.  From time to time we have had contractors in to do related 
or labour work but the design, implementation and whole infrastructure construction has been done by internal 
staff.  It is simply an online lodgement and automatic work flow measuring type system.   
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Mr M.J. COWPER:  I refer to the second dot point under “Major Achievements For 2006-07” on page 676 and 
the impact of WorkChoices.  Given the reduction in staff and resources and the downturn in activity since the 
introduction of the new national industrial relations system and given that federal Labor will retain this national 
system if it wins office, why is the commission’s budget going up another $300 000 as shown on the fourth line 
item on page 673?  What functions previously undertaken by the Western Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission have been made redundant or have reduced relevance as a result of the expansion of the federal 
industrial relations system? 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  I think the member has drawn the wrong conclusion as to why the amount is going up.  
The amount of money has been increased because of accommodation issues for the Industrial Relations 
Commission.  I will ask Mr Spurling to comment further on those increased accommodation charges. 

Mr J. Spurling:  The increased budget is entirely associated with the cost of rental accommodation in the CBD.  
As members are probably aware, the cost of rental in the CBD has more than doubled in the past two years and it 
continues to go through the roof.  Unfortunately, we were caught in a position of renewing our lease a few 
months ago.  We thought we were at the peak of it but it is still climbing, so the budget estimates have to take 
regard of the fact that we will be there for a number of years yet, have to pay our rent and the rents are still going 
up.   

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I wanted to summarise what is occurring here.  In no way do I believe the issue lies at the 
feet of the Industrial Relations Commission.  It is significant that we have seen a reduction of 34 complaints a 
month to 11, a reduction of 40 per cent.  The costs are going up.  The significance has brought home the fact that 
the industrial award system, the Australian workplace agreements, is working with the ABCC.  The question 
remains: will the minister stand up for Western Australia and retain AWAs as they are having significant 
benefits for this state?  

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  I do not think the costs are going up all that much.  As I see it, the costs are being 
contained.  Where possible, we are letting go of employees and reducing costs at the agency.  Little can be done 
about the escalations in rent that have to be dealt with.  On that basis, my own view is that the commission has 
contained costs as much as is reasonably possible.   

With respect to what may or may not happen with the outcome of the federal election, AWAs and WorkChoices, 
which no-one is allowed to mention any more, all those matters are very speculative.  We could chat about 
hypothetical outcomes of the federal election and what-ifs for a very long time.  I do not propose to do that.  I am 
dealing with the here and now.  There is a Howard coalition government in Canberra.  We are dealing with that.  
If there is a change of government and it results in a different workload for the Industrial Relations Commission, 
those are matters that we will need to deal with in next year’s budget.   

[4.10 pm] 

Mr T. BUSWELL:  I have just one very brief question.  I think it has been confirmed today that business is 
down 60 per cent and costs are up.  I am glad that the minister is not running a company that I have invested 
shares in.  Notwithstanding that, the minister mentioned before that a drop had occurred in the number of 
disputes referred to the commission from 34 to 11.  I think that was the terminology used.  Can the minister 
please confirm the series of months over which that drop occurred, or maybe the minister could table the graph? 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  I ask Mr Spurling to mention the months that drop occurred over.   

Mr J. Spurling:  I simply looked at it from May 2005 right through to the present - roughly two years.  Just 
looking at the averages on the graph, they are 33, 31, 28, 37, 27; I guessed at a figure of about 30 or 33.  After 
WorkChoices, after 27 March 2006, the figures are 13, 7, 11, 8, 16, 11, 8, 9, 11 - again, I said roughly about 11.   

Mr T. BUSWELL:  Thanks for that point of clarification.   

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  I might just add that the only increase in cost, in terms of this budget, has been because 
of rent. 

The CHAIRMAN:  Are there any further questions? 

Mr T. BUSWELL:  Is it possible to have that graph provided, minister?   

The CHAIRMAN:  That would be at the discretion of the minister. 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  I am happy to provide the graph.  It pertains to disputes referred to the commission.  I 
note in providing the graph that that is just one application of the commission.   

The CHAIRMAN:  That is the graph of disputes referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission. 

[Supplementary Information No B5.] 
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The appropriation was recommended. 
 


